Abstract: Palaeoenvironmental information is often extracted from pollen records using the modern analogue technique (MAT). It is largely unknown how sensitive the MAT is to subsampling-induced variation in pollen assemblages, or to the decision rules used to reconstruct climate and vegetation. We examine these issues in a Monte Carlo framework in which simulated pollen assemblages at eight count sizes were created from four fossil pollen assemblages. Simulated and fossil assemblages are compared with modern data sets at squared chord distance cut-off values between 0.05 and 0.55 to: (1) quantify countsize-induced variation in pollen assemblages, and (2) determine how count-size-induced variation affects analogue selection and climate reconstruction. The effects of sample size and decision rules on vegetation reconstructions are examined using two analogue selection schemes and two levels of minimum required analogues. The results show that decision rules have as much impact on reconstruction precision and accuracy as do large differences in count size. At counts of 150 grains, the best-performing cut-off values yield annual precipitation estimates within 75 mm of those produced by the reference fossil assemblages, and January and July temperature estimates within 0.758C. Counts as low as 150 grains yield vegetation reconstruction accuracies of ]/90% using the best-case reconstruction rules; the worst-case reconstruction rules may not achieve this accuracy at 1000 grain counts. Although larger count sizes do lead to greater reconstruction precision and accuracy, the results indicate that analyses of the kind presented here can inform count-size decisions and allow significant re-allocation of analytical effort.
Introduction
Palaeoenvironmental information is often extracted from pollen records using the modern analogue technique, or MAT (Overpeck et al ., 1985) . This method relies upon comparisons between fossil pollen samples and pollen samples collected from the modern landscape, where vegetation, climate, and other landscape characteristics can be described. The pollen samples (both fossil and modern) that are compared in the MAT are, like all pollen samples, subsamples of the pollen grains present in a small amount of lake, bog or alluvial sediment. Traditionally, pollen analysts have utilized the properties of the binomial distribution to help gauge the quality of the data contained within these (presumed) random subsamples of grains. The binomial distribution allows the prediction of the number of grains that should be counted in order to have a given level of confidence (i.e., 95%, 99%, etc.) that a pollen type with a certain abundance in the whole sample will be encountered in a random subsample (Mosimann, 1965; Faegri and Iversen, 1989) . In practice, pollen analysts often count upwards of 300 grains, because pollen types with a true abundance of ]/1% in the whole sample are likely to be found in a subsample of ]/300 grains with ]/95% confidence. However, having confidence that rare pollen types will be encountered is often not useful for determining appropriate count sizes when using the MAT, which, to reduce noise, is often restricted to comparisons of the most common pollen types (Overpeck et al ., 1985; Calcote, 1998; Davis et al ., 2000) . It is largely unknown how sensitive the multivariate metrics often used for comparison of samples in the MAT (e.g., squared chord distance, SCD) are to differences in pollen abundance caused by subsampling.
The MAT and related techniques, such as pollen/climate response surfaces (which can be viewed as producing a somewhat spatially smoothed modern pollen data set; Bartlein et al ., 1986; Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; ter Braak, 1995) , have been extensively calibrated and used in palaeoclimate reconstruction, based on the assumption that the climates associated with various kinds of modern vegetation (and the vegetation's pollen representation) can be inferred to have been associated with similar vegetation and pollen representation in the past (e.g., Maher, 1972; Bartlein et al ., 1986; Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; Webb et al ., 1993; Davis, 1995; Hotchkiss, 1998; Davis et al ., 2000; Wahl, 2002) . The algorithms used for combining the climate values of multiple analogues into one final output are relatively straightforward in climate reconstruction; e.g., some sort of weighted average or surface smoothing scheme is employed that can yield a numerical estimate of a specific climate parameter at a specific site (e.g., Bartlein et al ., 1986; Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; Webb et al ., 1993; Davis, 1995; Hotchkiss, 1998; Davis et al ., 2000; Wahl, 2002; cf. Guiot, 1990 and Peyron et al ., 1998 , for other analoguebased climate reconstruction techniques).
Use of the MAT for the purpose of palaeovegetation reconstruction at taxonomic resolutions below the biome level in North America has been more limited (e.g., Maher, 1972; Overpeck et al ., 1985; Jacobson and Grimm, 1986; Foster and Zebryk, 1993; Hotchkiss, 1998; Lynch, 1998; Davis et al ., 1998; Wahl, 2002) , in part because the descriptions of vegetation necessary to implement it have not been done for the large modern-pollen data sets for which climate values have been assigned. In addition, combining the characteristics of multiple analogues in vegetation reconstruction is less straightforward than in climate reconstruction, although multivariate ordination techniques (e.g., Jacobson and Grimm, 1986; Foster and Zebryk, 1993; Hotchkiss, 1998; Lynch, 1998; Davis et al ., 1998; Parshall and Calcote, 2001 ) offer one quantitative approach in this regard. When analogues are defined by the use of multivariate dissimilarity measures, such as the SCD (Overpeck et al ., 1985) , the methods of combining multiple analogues into a final output of one or more kinds of vegetation have generally been only implicitly defined and have remained qualitative (e.g., Davis et al ., 1998; Wahl, 2002) , or have necessitated refinement through the use of extra information, such as ratios of pollen types (e.g., Hotchkiss, 1998; Davis et al ., 1998) . This paper focuses on several basic issues in the reconstruction of climate and vegetation when the MAT is implemented using the SCD: (a) how count size affects the quality of climate and vegetation reconstructions, (b) how the choice of SCD cut-off thresholds affects the precision of climate estimates, and (c) how analogues identified by the MAT are converted into vegetation reconstructions. The impact of count size is examined in a Monte Carlo framework in which 32 000 simulated pollen counts (ranging in size from 75 to 1000 grains) were extracted from four reference fossil samples. To investigate the effect of cut-off threshold value on MAT performance for climate reconstruction, we varied cut-offs between 0.05 and 0.55 SCD units in a fully factorial design with count size. The effect of using different methods of combining multiple analogues into a vegetation-type reconstruction is examined by converting qualitatively defined algorithms identified in the literature into quantitative voting schemes that reflect the rules used by the authors in their reconstructions. The sensitivity of reconstruction success to these rules and to different levels of the minimum number of analogues required are examined in the context of different kinds of vegetation to be reconstructed and the varying count sizes, in a four-way factorial experimental design.
Methods
The reference fossil pollen samples chosen for this analysis are from a core collected from a forest hollow in northern Michigan, USA. The pollen stratigraphy of this core has been described in detail (pollen counts !/500 grains) with high temporal resolution (samples every 0.2 Á/0.6 cm, representing approximately 15 Á/50 years of sediment accumulation) (S. Sugita, University of Minnesota, unpublished data). From this core we chose four reference pollen samples for use in our analyses. These reference fossil samples were selected on the basis of two criteria: (1) count size, and (2) the forest stand type from which the pollen assemblages were likely derived. All four reference fossil pollen samples have very high count sizes ( !/1000 grains, Table 1 ), and thus likely represent precise and accurate descriptions of the whole pollen assemblage from which they were derived. Although these fossil reference samples are, in fact, subsamples whose composition is subject to random error, we assume for the purpose of our analyses that the fossil reference samples describe the underlying pollen assemblages without error. The reference fossil samples selected are assemblages typical of four types of forest stands found in modern northern Wisconsin and Michigan, USA; Acer saccharum -dominated hardwoods (fossil reference sample 10 cm depth), mixed hardwood and Tsuga canadensis (fossil reference sample 34 cm), Tsuga and Pinus (fossil reference sample 41 cm) and Pinus (fossil reference sample 71 cm) (Calcote, 1998; Parshall and Calcote, 2001) . 
Treatment of reference fossil samples
Pollen assemblages from the four reference fossil samples were reduced to an 11-pollen-type subset in order to facilitate comparison with the modern pollen/climate (Calcote, 1998; Parshall and Calcote, 2001 ) and modern pollen/vegetation (Davis et al ., 2000; Calcote, 2003) reference sets, which share only 11 taxonomic types (Table 2 ; these data sets are described below). Once reduced to 11 types, the percent abundance of each type was normalized so that the sum of all types equaled 100%.
Creation of simulated fossil samples
A Monte Carlo technique was used to create simulated fossil samples from the reference fossil samples. For each reference fossil sample, 1000 simulated fossil samples were created at each of eight count sizes; 75, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 700 and 1000 grains. Each simulated fossil sample was created by randomly selecting grains from the reference fossil sample, with the probability of drawing a grain of a certain pollen type equivalent to the proportion of that pollen type in the reference fossil sample (i.e., sampling with replacement).
Comparison of simulated and reference fossil samples
We used squared chord distance (SCD) as the metric for assessing similarity between simulated and reference fossil samples, and between simulated and reference fossil samples and surface sample data sets. SCD between samples is calculated using the following formula (Overpeck et al ., 1985) :
where d ij is the distance between samples i and j , and p ik and p jk are the proportions of taxon k in samples i and j . SCD varies between 0 and 2 in magnitude.
Modern vegetation/pollen assemblage surface sample set
An 88 member set of modern pollen samples (SS 88 ) from representative vegetation types in northern Michigan and northern Wisconsin, USA (Calcote, 1998; Parshall and Calcote, 2001 ) was used to provide potential analogues to the simulated fossil samples. As with the fossil samples, the surface sample set was reduced from 18 to 11 pollen types, with pollen percentages normalized to 100%. This surface sample set was used for analogue selection because it has characterizations of the surrounding vegetation of particularly high resolution and because it has been used for vegetation reconstruction from fossil sites immediately adjacent to the one from which the simulations are derived (Davis et al ., 1998 Modern climate/pollen assemblage surface sample set
The coupled climate/pollen assemblage surface sample set used for analysis of the sensitivity of climate reconstruction to count size consists of 884 surface samples (SS 884 ) from the western Great Lakes region of North America. These samples were retrieved from the North American Pollen Database (Jacobson and Grimm, 1986; Bartlein et al ., 1986; Jacobson et al ., 1987; Webb et al ., 1987; Schwartz, 1989; Prentice et al ., 1991) , and from unpublished data from the laboratories of Margaret Davis and Edward Cushing at the University of Minnesota. The surface sample data set used in our analyses is a modified version of the set described in Calcote (2003) ; the taxonomic diversity was reduced to 11 types (Table 2) , and the number of surface samples was increased to 884. The climate data associated with the surface sample set include monthly and annual temperatures and monthly and annual precipitation interpolated to a 25 km grid across North America (Thompson et al ., 1999) . Surface sample locations were assigned the climate values of the nearest grid point. Three climate variables were selected for analysis in these experiments; January mean temperature, July mean temperature, and annual precipitation. In the SS 884 data set, January temperature ranges between (/258C and 08C, July temperature between 128C and 268C, and annual precipitation between 500 and 1200 mm/yr. Using a leave-one-out validation technique, the correlation coefficients between actual and reconstructed climate parameters were 0.90 for January temperature 0.91 for July temperature and 0.76 for annual precipitation (Calcote, 2003) . We recognize that the surface samples in both the modern climate and modern vegetation data sets are imprecise and inaccurate representations of their underlying pollen assemblages because of subsampling errors. As with the reference fossil samples, for these experiments we assume that the surface samples describe their underlying pollen assemblages without error (see the Discussion section for consideration of the effects of relaxing this assumption).
Pollen count size and analogue selection
In order to examine the impact of variation resulting from count size on the selection of analogues (independent of climate or vegetation reconstruction considerations), we compared the analogues selected from SS 88 by the reference fossil samples with those selected by the simulated fossil samples. For Davis et al . (2000) .
this analysis we did not attempt to reconstruct the vegetation or climate of each of the simulated samples using the SS 88 data set. Instead, we are interested only in comparing the distances between the reference fossil samples and the members of the SS 88 set to the distances between the simulated samples and the members of the SS 88 set.
Vegetation reconstruction
Voting schemes and minimum number of analogues required for reconstruction
Vegetation reconstructions for the simulated samples were generated through use of the MAT and the SS 88 reference set. Two kinds of voting schemes for reconstructing palaeovegetation using dissimilarity measures in the MAT were identified from the literature, and are examined here. The first scheme uses one specified value of the dissimilarity measure to define an analogue: when the dissimilarity between two samples' pollen spectra is less than or equal to this cut-off value the two samples are considered to represent analogous kinds of vegetation, when the dissimilarity is greater than the cut-off the samples are considered non-analogous (Overpeck et al ., 1985; Calcote, 1998) . In the present experiments this on Á/off cut-off was set at the SCD of 0.05, the level identified as representative of close similarity for vegetation in the modern reference set (cf. Calcote, 1998 for the samples from northern Michigan, this criterion is still valid with the inclusion of samples from northern Wisconsin (Parshall and Calcote, 2001 ) that add heterogeneity to the sample set). The second scheme uses a two-tier approach to defining cut-offs: the first tier defines a level of closeness between pollen spectra that is considered to represent likely analogy of vegetation; the second tier defines a somewhat less-close relationship that indicates potential, but less certain analogy. An informal method of weighting analogues from the two tiers is applied to come up with a final vegetation-type output (e.g., Davis et al ., 1998) . The two tiers are defined in the present experiments as identical to those chosen by Davis et al . (1998) : 0 Á/0.05 SCD for likely analogy, and 0.05 Á/0.10 SCD for the second-tier relationship.
To make the weighting scheme explicit and thereby accessible to quantitative scrutiny, the first-tier analogues according to these criteria are considered to count as one 'vote' towards reconstruction, the second-tier analogues are considered to count for one-half 'vote'. Thus, it takes two of the weaker potential analogues to be equivalent to one of the likely analogues. These two voting schemes are represented graphically in Figure 1 . Although other kinds of voting schemes are conceivable (i.e., an infinite number of curves Á/ functional or otherwise Á/ could potentially join the y -axis and x -axis intercepts in Figure 1 ), they do not appear in the literature and are not examined here.
Two levels of minimum number of votes were examined for each voting scheme: one vote and two votes. For the on Á/off scheme, a one vote minimum indicates that vegetation can be reconstructed based on one close relationship between the pollen sample of interest (fossil or simulated) and the members of the reference set; a two vote minimum indicates that two close relationships between the sample of interest and the reference set are required for reconstruction. For the two-tier scheme, a one vote minimum indicates that either one first-tier analogue or two second-tier analogues is/are sufficient to reconstruct; a two vote minimum indicates that the information carried by four second-tier analogues is equivalent to the information carried by two first-tier analogues and is sufficient to reconstruct.
Comparison of vegetation reconstructions from simulated and original counts
A simulated count is considered to produce the same vegetation reconstruction as an original fossil count if the simulated count's selection of analogues leads to the same decision as the original count, under the same voting scheme and minimum number of required analogues. For example, if the original count selected three analogues from each of three vegetation types in the on Á/off voting scheme with a minimum of two analogue votes required, this result of reconstruction would be successfully mimicked if at least two analogues from each of the same three vegetation types were selected by one of the simulated counts. If the original count selected only one analogue from a fourth vegetation type in this scenario, this result of non-reconstruction would be successfully mimicked if a simulated count also selected only one or no analogues. The proportion of accurate reconstructions across all vegetation types (either an appropriate reconstruction or non-reconstruction as determined by the original count) for all 1000 simulations in a given scenario is interpreted as the reconstruction accuracy for the simulated samples. More generally, the original and simulated counts either reconstruct/fail-to-reconstruct from each of the six vegetation types in the reference set; a simulated sample produces a successful reconstruction only if the reconstruction/failure to reconstruct decisions for each of the six vegetation types are identical to the decisions made for Top diagram represents an on Á/off voting scheme: analogues selected at 5/0.05 SCD receive one 'vote' towards reconstruction. All other SCD relationships are not counted towards reconstruction. Bottom diagram represents a two-tier voting scheme: analogues selected at 5/0.05 squared chord distance (SCD) receive one 'vote' towards reconstruction; analogues selected between 0.05 and 5/0.10 SCD receive one-half 'vote' towards reconstruction the original fossil reference sample. Note that we do not attempt to interpret the underlying composition of the plant community based on the selection of analogues from more than one vegetation type; these issues are left for future investigations.
Climate reconstruction
When the SCD MAT is used for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction, the researcher must establish a priori the cut-off threshold at which he or she believes samples are sufficiently similar to warrant selection as a suitable analogue. Surface samples with distances equal to or less than the cut-off distance are then considered to be analogues for a given sample. A number of cut-off distances have been used in climate and vegetation reconstructions of the western Great Lakes region (SCD 0/0.05, 0.10, 0.12, 0.15, 0.205; Overpeck et al ., 1985; Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; Calcote, 1998 Calcote, , 2003 Davis et al ., 2000) . These cut-offs were selected empirically, based on assessments of the ability of SCD to discriminate among vegetation types represented in modern surface sample data sets. Because the choice of cut-off distance affects the number and climate characteristics of the samples selected as analogues, we chose to evaluate the sensitivity of the MAT to count size at cut-off distances of 0.05 Á/0.45 (in increments of 0.05) for reference fossil samples 34, 41 and 71, and at distances of 0.05 Á/0.55 for reference fossil sample 10. The cut-off distance ranges vary among the four reference fossil samples only for technical reasons; the analogue comparison program (WTBOOT, S. Sugita, University of Minnesota) was unable to complete the analogue selection procedure when the number of selected analogues was very high (!/400).
The reference fossil samples were compared to the SS 884 reference set to establish baseline climate values against which the simulated sample climate reconstructions could be compared. For each reference fossil sample, we estimated climate at the time of sediment deposition using the MAT and the SS 884 coupled pollen/climate data set. Each climate parameter was reconstructed as the weighted average of the climate values associated with the selected analogues, the weights being proportionate to the inverses of the analogues' SCDs with the reference sample (Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; Davis et al ., 2000; Wahl, 2002 Wahl, , 2003 . The climate for the simulated Figure 2 Squared chord distances between reference fossil samples and simulated samples at eight count sizes (75 Á/1000 grains). Boxes show SCDs at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles, whisker caps show 10th and 90th percentiles, and dots show 5th and 95th percentiles. Dotted lines show mean squared chord distances samples was also estimated from the SS 884 set using the same method, and the precision of simulated sample climate estimates was measured relative to the climate estimates of the reference fossil samples. We make no conclusions regarding the accuracy of the climate reconstructions made from either simulated or reference fossil samples. The pollen assemblages in the SS 884 data set were derived largely from lake and bog sediments, while the reference fossil samples were collected from a smaller forest hollow. The contribution from local and regional pollen sources thus differs between the two data sets (Sugita, 1994; Calcote, 1995) , which has an unknown effect on the accuracy of climate estimates. No comprehensive forest hollow Á/climate reference set exists, however, and there is thus no means for evaluating the biases associated with differences in relevant pollen source areas. The precision of climate estimates made from the reference and simulated samples should be unaffected by problems related to relevant pollen source area differences, however, as climate estimates for both the simulated and reference fossil samples were all generated from the SS 884 data set.
Results

Comparison of simulated samples to reference fossil samples
The dissimilarity between simulated and reference fossil samples decreases as count size increases (Figure 2) . At a count size of 1000, simulated and fossil samples are nearly identical: the maximum squared chord distance between a simulated sample and the reference fossil sample from which it was created is 0.012, and the median distance between a simulated sample and its reference fossil sample is Â/0.003. Even at low count sizes, however, dissimilarity is small. At a count size of 150 grains, all simulated samples have distances of B/0.05 SCD, which, for this northern Michigan data set, would be sufficient to show that the simulated samples are highly likely to be representative of the same vegetation type as the reference fossil sample (Calcote, 1998) .
The distribution of simulated sample SCDs is asymmetrical, with a long tail on the upper end of the SCD distribution. Although this asymmetry is most obvious at the smallest count sizes (Figure 2) , it is present at all count sizes tested. Figure 3 Box and whisker plot of the differences in SCDs between the comparison of the reference fossil samples with the 88 members of the SS 88 data set and the comparisons of the simulated samples with the SS 88 data set. For all n members of the SS 88 data set the following mean difference was computed for each fossil sample m at each sample size j : S i [(SCD: simulated sample mji with SS 88 sample n ) (/(SCD: reference fossil sample m with SS 88 sample n )]/i . Boxes show the surface sample with the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile largest mean differences, whisker caps show surface samples at the 10th and 90th percentiles, and dots show surface samples at the 5th and 95th percentiles Figure 4 Selection of analogues from the SS 88 surface sample data set by reference fossil samples and by simulated samples. The critical value for analogue selection was arbitrarily set at 0.05 SCD units. The x -axis shows the SCD between the members of the SS 88 data set and the reference fossil sample. Each member of the SS 88 data set is represented by an integer (1 Á/88; note that only those members of the SS 88 data set with SCDs 5/0.10 are shown (SCDs 5/0.20 for count sizes 5/100)). The dashed vertical line at 0.05 shows the critical value for the comparison between the reference fossil sample and the SS 88 data set. The y -axis shows the number of simulated samples (out of a total of 1000) that selected each member of the SS 88 data set as an analogue at a critical value of 0.05. Only those members of the SS 88 data set at or above the horizontal line at 950 were selected by ]/95% of the simulated samples
Comparison of reference fossil and simulated samples to the SS 88 data set The small differences between the simulated and reference fossil samples are magnified when the samples are compared with the same surface sample data set (Figure 3 ). For example, relative to the distances between reference fossil sample 10 and the SS 88 surface sample set, the mean distances between the simulated samples and the SS 88 data set are approximately 0.06 SCD units greater at count size 0/75, and 0.02 units greater at count size 0/1000. As a result of these positive distance deviations, simulated samples do not 'choose' as analogues the same suite of SS 88 members as the fossil reference sample. For example, if a SCD of 0.05 is set as a cut-off value, eight members of the SS 88 data (samples 29, 75, 49, 21, 53, 65, 73, 79) are selected as analogues by reference fossil sample 10 (Figure 4) . None of these eight are selected by more than 95% of the simulated samples until count size ]/500. Even at a count size of 1000, only three of the eight are selected as analogues by more than 95% of the simulated samples; the other five are chosen by as few as 50% of the simulated samples. Although the problem of false negative errors (i.e., the failure of simulated samples to select as analogues members of the SS 88 data set that were selected by the fossil reference sample) decreases as count size increases, it remains an important issue even at the 1000-grain count sizes.
Unlike false negative errors, false positive errors (i.e., members of the SS 88 sample set rejected as analogues by the fossil reference samples but selected by at least some of the simulated samples) have a non-monotonic response to increasing count size. Initially low, false positive errors increase as count size increases to 500 Á/700 grains, before slightly decreasing at the highest count size(s). However, the severity of the false positive errors decreases as count size increases. At a count size of 75, SS 88 samples with SCDs from reference fossil sample 10 as great as 0.10 units were selected as analogues by at least some of the simulated samples. By count size 0/1000, only those surface samples with a distances of 5/0.06 units from reference fossil sample 10 were selected as analogues by simulated samples (Figure 4) . Similar patters are seen with the other three reference fossil samples.
Vegetation reconstruction
The overall reconstruction accuracies for each of the scenarios are presented in Figure 5 . The most salient result is that the two-tier voting scheme almost universally generates more accurate reconstructions than the on Á/off voting scheme (119 of the 128 scenarios examined). The only exceptions are the 1000-count size/one vote minimum scenarios for fossil layer 34 and the 700-and 1000-count size/one vote minimum scenarios for fossil layer 71 (which generate the same 100% accuracy in both voting schemes), along with the below-700 count size/two vote minimum scenarios for fossil layer 41. A second salient outcome is that the one vote minimum requirement generally results in greater accuracy than the two vote minimum requirement. The exceptions are the larger count sizes in the two-tier voting scheme scenarios for fossil layers 34 and 71 (which generate the same 100% accuracy under both minimum vote requirements) and the on Á/off voting scheme scenarios for fossil layer 41 (see Appendix 1 for a discussion of fossil layer 41 results).
As would be anticipated from theoretical distributions of pollen frequency variances in relation to count size (before being 'filtered' through the MAT procedure) (Faegri and Iversen, 1989) , overall reconstruction accuracy is generally lower at smaller count sizes ( Figure 5 ). However, in the bestcase combination of decision criteria Á/ two-tier cut-offs with a one vote minimum requirement for reconstruction Á/ reduction of accuracy at lower count sizes is surprisingly small for three of the four fossil samples' simulations. At count sizes of 150 and larger, all fossil layers except 41 cm reconstruct with greater than 90% accuracy in the best-case situation; fossil layer 71, with assemblages dominated by Pinus pollen, achieves this performance down to the smallest examined count size of 75 grains. Even in the second-best-case combination of decision criteria Á/ two-tier cut-offs with a two vote minimum requirement for reconstruction Á/ accuracy greater than 90% is achievable at count sizes as small as 100 for fossil layer 71 and as small as 200 for fossil layer 34. In contrast, the necessity of higher count sizes to yield high levels of overall reconstruction accuracy is apparent for the poorer-performing, on Á/off decision criteria cases, especially the worst-case situation of an on Á/off cut-off with a two vote minimum requirement for reconstruction. Apparently, with appropriately chosen reconstruction rules, the MAT implemented with the SCD acts as a kind of 'smoothing filter' that significantly reduces the impact on probable reconstruction accuracy of the wider variation inherent in the pollen proportions of smaller count sizes. This effect is particularly pronounced for relatively monotypic pollen assemblages, such as those simulated for fossil layer 71.
Climate reconstruction by simulated samples
The precision of climate estimates is affected by both count size and cut-off value. The impact of count size is similar for all sample depths and climate variables; as count size increases, the precision of the climate estimates (as measured by the width of the region containing 95% of the simulated sample climate reconstructions Á/ i.e., the estimated 95% confidence interval) also increases. This result can be seen in all panels of Figure 6 , in which the 95% confidence intervals decrease with increasing count size at any given cut-off value. The most rapid gains in precision occur between 75 and 300 grains, with slower increases as count size exceeds 300. The changes in precision in response to critical value are more varied. For all three climate variables and all four sample depths, the least precise climate estimates occur at cut-off values of 0.05, with rapid improvement in precision as cut-off value increases. Relatively little change in precision occurs above a cut-off value of 0.15 for annual precipitation at all depths, and for January and July temperatures at 71 cm. In contrast, for January and July temperature estimates at depths 10 cm, 34 cm and 41 cm, precision increases occur until cut-off values reach 0.20 Á/0.40, with decreasing precision as cut-off values are increased further. With the exception of the scenarios using the smallest count sizes ( 5/100 grains) and smallest cut-off values (5/0.10), confidence interval widths for all climate variables are small. Annual precipitation confidence intervals are no larger than Â/150 mm/yr, and the confidence interval widths for January and July temperature estimates are Â/1.58C or less (Figure 6 ).
Absolute prediction accuracy can not be assessed for climate reconstructions made from most fossil samples because of the lack of an independent climate estimate. This is true for the four fossil samples used here, and it is thus impossible to determine from the simulated samples (which are derived from the fossil samples) which cut-off value or values yield the most accurate reconstructions. The relative prediction accuracy of the simulated samples' climate reconstructions can be determined by comparison with the climate estimates produced by the reference fossil samples. These analyses show that, except at the lowest cut-off values (5/0.10), there is little evidence that count size biases climate estimates. However, at cut-off values less than 0.10, the magnitude of the count-size-induced bias can be large. For example, at a cut-off value of 0.05, counts of 75 grains derived from reference fossil sample 71 produce January and July temperature estimates that are, on average, approximately 1.78C higher than the reference fossil sample, and annual precipitation estimates that are, on average, 180 mm/yr lower. This bias is reduced by more than two-thirds at 500 grain count sizes, and disappears when counts of 1000 grains are used. For simulated samples derived from the other three reference fossil samples, biases are smaller (B/0.88C and B/70 mm precipitation per yr) at counts of 75 grains, and are essentially eliminated by counts of 500 grains. Count size induced bias has also been reported for climate reconstructions made using low counts of chironomid head capsules (Heiri and Lotter, 2001 ).
Discussion
The interaction between reconstruction rules and count sizes leads to a surprising result: appropriate reconstruction rules are more important than count-size-related considerations for obtaining precise climate reconstructions and accurate vegetation reconstructions. The proper choice of cut-off value allows small counts (150 grains or less) to yield climate estimates as, or more, precise than counts of 1000 grains. For example, January temperature estimates made from reference fossil sample 34 at 75-grain counts and cut-off values between 0.20 and 0.30 are on average more precise than estimates made using 1000-grain counts at a cut-off value of 0.05 ( Figure 6 ). In addition, when a cut-off value within the best reconstruction range is used, simulated samples with low count sizes produce climate estimates that are highly precise approximations of those produced by the reference fossil samples. For reference fossil sample 10 at 75-grain counts, the minimum 95% confidence interval width is only 0.68C for July mean temperature, 0.98C for January mean temperature, and 55 mm/ yr for annual precipitation (Figure 6 ). While the corresponding confidence interval widths for climate estimates made using 1000-grain counts at the same critical values are clearly smaller (Â/0.158C for July and January temperatures and 10 mm/yr for annual precipitation), it is not obvious that this level of increased precision is worth the additional time required to increase pollen count size by more than an order of magnitude. Similarly, the choice of vote counting and analogue weighting schemes can change the count size at which 95% vegetation type reconstruction accuracy is achieved from 1000 grains to as few as 75 grains. Compare, for instance, the results from vegetation reconstructions using fossil reference sample 41, the sample for which vegetation reconstruction was the most difficult. Under the worst set of reconstruction rules, count sizes of 1000 grains yield a reconstruction accuracy of 60%, and apparently counts of several thousand grains would be required to reach the 95% reconstruction accuracy threshold. Under the best set of reconstruction rules we tested, 60% reconstruction accuracy is achieved by count sizes of 200 grains, and the 95% accuracy threshold is met by 500 grain counts.
The most poorly performing sets of reconstruction rules for both climate and vegetation are those with the most apparently conservative sets of decision criteria; low cut-off values (climate and vegetation) and a requirement for two or more selected analogues (vegetation only). By restricting analyses to the 'best' analogues, conservative criteria remove from consideration 'good' analogues that also carry useful information. For example, the steep gradient between the iso-confidence contours at critical values 5/0.15 (Figure 6 ) is a direct result of Figure 5 Accuracy of vegetation reconstruction results for the simulated samples in relation to reference fossil samples. In the two-tier voting scheme, a vegetation type receives one vote for an analogue with a SCD5/0.05 and one-half vote for SCD !/0.05 and 5/0.10. In the on Á/off voting scheme, a vegetation type receives one vote for an analogue with a SCD 5/0.05 (see text). In the 'two or more' vote counting scenario, a vegetation type must receive two or more votes for reconstruction. In the 'one or more' vote counting scenario, the reconstruction threshold is one vote Figure 6 95% confidence interval widths for climate estimates derived from simulated samples, as affected by count size and critical value. Isolines connect points of equal confidence interval width. Confidence interval widths are in 8C for January and July temperature estimates, and in mm/yr for annual precipitation the loss of useful climate information when only very close analogues are considered. It is interesting to note that above the best cut-off value range, the degradation of the climate signal caused by increasing proportions of more distant analogues is much less steep for all cases in which an upper boundary of the best range can be identified in our data (January and July temperature estimates at depths 10 cm, 34 cm and 41 cm; Figure 6 ). These asymmetrical results are consistent with other recent studies of this issue (Wahl, 2003 (Wahl, , 2004 .
While our results indicate that sharp differences in precision are associated with the different sets of decision criteria, no conclusion can be drawn that the best-performing criteria in our analyses (i.e., a two-tier /one vote minimum combination for vegetation reconstruction, or critical values between 0.20 and 0.40 for climate reconstruction) are the globally optimal set of reconstruction criteria. The voting schemes, minimum analogue requirements, and critical values examined were chosen to represent scenarios extant in the literature, not to be analytically exhaustive, as described in the Methods section. Furthermore, our SS 884 and SS 88 data sets have little taxonomic diversity, and it is likely that diversity will affect the appropriate SCD critical values (cf. Hotchkiss, 1998 ). An important direction for future research would be to seek a generally optimal set of reconstruction criteria: to determine if such criteria in fact exist, or the extent to which reconstruction criteria would need to be examined for different potential analogue sets and different kinds of vegetation to be reconstructed. This research could be significantly aided by the adaptation for pollen-based reconstruction methods of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis from the signal detection, medical testing and weather forecasting fields Oswald et al ., 2003; Wahl, 2004) .
Similarly, it should not be assumed that the climate confidence intervals calculated through our methods represent a complete characterization of the uncertainties inherent in the MAT, which we see as belonging to three logical components. The first uncertainty component, typically characterized by cross-validation of modern data sets and described by RMSEP, r 2 , and other statistics (cf. ter Braak, 1995) , includes the variability associated with the non-unique relationships between climate and vegetation (i.e., similar pollen assemblages may be associated with a range of climatic conditions), and uncertainties attributable to misidentifications, differential preservation, sediment processing and the like. Although this kind of cross-validation analysis has the advantage of being able to estimate both systematic reconstruction biases and imprecisions in the modern data sets becaues of the processes mentioned (and which can thus be assumed to apply to comparisons between fossil samples and the modern data set), it does not estimate imprecision in palaeoenvironmental reconstructions resulting from the subsampling of fossil pollen assemblages, which we investigate here, and which has also been characterized for chironomid head capsule analyses by Heiri and Lotter (2001) and Larocque (2001) . This second uncertainty component ensures that the expected precision of palaeoenvironmental reconstructions for fossil samples will be worse than estimated by the first uncertainty component. As Figures 5 and 6 show, the magnitude of the second uncertainty component depends on the count size and critical values used. The third uncertainty component is also attributable to variation in pollen (or other palaeoindicator) assemblages caused by subsampling, in this case in the modern reference set. This imprecision is not evaluated in most calibration and validation analyses of modern reference sets (but see Quinlan and Smol, 2001 , for an exception using chironomid head capsules). As a result, the relationships between the members of a modern reference set and an environmental variable of interest are implicitly assumed to be without subsamplingrelated uncertainty. The inevitability of count-size-induced variation (except in the trivial case of a monotypic assemblage) violates this assumption, again ensuring that expected palaeoenvironmental reconstruction precisions will be worse than estimated by the first and second uncertainty components. While we do not report here on the first or third uncertainty components, our Monte Carlo methodology can be applied to modern reference data sets and coupled with modern validation techniques (ter Braak, 1995) to provide an assessment of all three uncertainty components.
The results of our experiments suggest that a significant shift in analytical effort should be considered in relation to implementing the MAT in vegetation and climate reconstruction. Heretofore, the allocation of significant time to increasing count size, with the goal of reducing variation of pollen proportions and thereby increasing likely reconstruction precision and accuracy, has been done without commensurate attention being paid to the impact of the reconstruction rules used in the MAT procedure. As shown here, such a division of time is a significant misallocation of effort, since overall reconstruction accuracy is greatly affected by the rules used.
Although the search for generally optimal reconstruction criteria represents an important research goal in vegetation and climate reconstruction using the MAT, the examination of study-specific optimal decision criteria can be implemented without delay using the methods outlined in this paper. It took the authors significantly less time to set up and perform the experiments and analyses described than would have been required to count pollen for a traditional, one-or two-site Holocene palynological study. The implication of this consideration is that examination of factorial sets of decision criteria specific to particular fossil-site regions and potential analogue sets is a feasible component of good-practice research design. The Monte Carlo simulation methods we used are relatively easy to program (we used spreadsheet-based macros, with the exception of the basic random numbers, which were derived from off-the-shelf statistics software) and quick to run (typical simulation runs required Â/10 minutes of computer processing using a Pentium 3, 300 MHz PC). The only raw data requirements are the surface sample libraries (needed in any case for climate and vegetation reconstruction) and a few fossil pollen samples Á/ representative of the range of fossil pollen distributions encountered Á/ described at high counts. We suggest that the time resources saved by using pollen counts one-third to one-tenth the size of those typically used may be profitably directed to several areas, including: increasing the size and quality of surface sample libraries, increasing the temporal resolution of samples within a core, replicating samples within a core, replicating cores within a basin and examination of several basins within a study area. Such efforts will address a common criticism of palaeoecological studies: limited (or lacking) replication. In lieu of these types of improvements, it is possible to reduce the time and resources required to complete data collection, another common criticism of pollen-based studies. In addition, the results demonstrate a rational basis on which counting effort can be apportioned differentially among samples of varying kinds of pollen assemblages; e.g., in the results presented here, the highly monotypic simulations of fossil layer 71 could be counted to lower sums than the simulations of the other layers for a given level of reconstruction precision. Such apportionment represents an additional 'degree of freedom' in terms of research effort, helping to minimize counting effort per sample for an a priori -determined level of precision.
It should be emphasized that the conclusions presented here are applicable in terms of the MAT, and do not speak in a general way to the issue of count sizes and reconstruction rules when the presence or absence of indicator pollen types is the focus of analysis. In this case, traditional rules for encountering pollen types at specified levels of confidence will still need to be used (Faegri and Iversen, 1989) , since the information content of analogues in the MAT is typically carried by the moredominant pollen taxa. In particular, this consideration is true when signal-to-noise dissimilarity metrics (Overpeck et al ., 1985; Gavin et al ., 2003) , such as the SCD, are used. However, recent work to implement MAT analyses focusing on poorly represented indicator taxa Á/ using the equal-weighted, Canberra metric (Overpeck et al ., 1985) rather than the SCD Á/ shows significant promise in terms of exploiting the information content of poorly represented types with MAT tools . Since the analytical structure presented here is general and can be applied to any dissimilarity metric and any predetermined set of potential reconstruction rules, newly developed MAT analyses of poorly represented taxa could readily be subjected to the analytical and efficiency framework developed here. In addition, our results suggest that efficiencies in pollen counting can be gained even when poorly represented taxa are a focus of research. For example, once sufficient pollen grains have been counted to define the major analogue vegetation type(s) for a fossil sample, pollen ratios of common taxa in relation to rare taxa can be used to reduce counting effort. In this application, once a stable ratio has been defined between the pollen types used in analogue selection and the rare types sought, the enumeration of the 'analogue types' can be stopped while the counting of the rare taxa proceeds. Once sufficient information on the rare types has been collected, the ratios can be used to back-calculate the pollen sums of the common types.
Conclusion
The methods described in this paper are not unique to MAT applications with pollen data. They should be equally applicable to any technique of palaeoenvironmental reconstruction that uses counts representing random subsamples from underlying populations in conjunction with statistical multivariate comparison to modern test sets. Examples of such methods include phytolith-based reconstructions of Holocene environments (Blinnikov et al ., 2002) , chironomid-based reconstructions of water or air temperature (Brooks and Birks, 2000) , diatom-based reconstructions of total phosphorus (Hall and Smol, 1996) and foraminifera-derived estimates of ocean temperatures (Li et al ., 2001 ).
Appendix A
The unusual nature of the results for fossil layer 41 arises from: (a) interaction between the number of analogues selected by fossil layer 41 and the distribution of SCDs between the simulated samples and the reference fossil samples; and (b) the fact that important analogues/non-analogues in terms of the reconstruction vote thresholds are near the analogue cut-off level. For example, when the on Á/off voting scheme is used, the one-or-more analogue vote requirement performs worse that the two-or-more vote requirement because the original fossil count selects only one analogue in the mixed hemlock/sugar maple forest type (no. 43 in Figure 4) , and that single analogue has a SCD of 0.0468, near the 0.05 cut-off value. The magnification of SCDs between the simulated samples and the surface samples guarantees that many simulated samples falsely reject surface sample no. 43 as an analogue. As a result, under the one vote minimum rule, these simulated samples fail to reconstruct the mixed hemlock/sugar maple forest type, an incorrect result. When the two vote minimum rule is used with the on Á/off voting scheme, the original fossil count is not classified as of the mixed hemlock/sugar maple type because only the one analogue (no. 43) is selected within that type. The failure of simulated samples to select no. 43 thus has little effect on the accuracy of vegetation reconstruction by those samples, as the selection of zero analogues and one analogue from that type both lead to a correct non-reconstruction.
Similarly, the decline in reconstruction accuracy at count sizes of 700 and 1000 grains in the on Á/off voting scheme under the two vote minimum rule is a result of a decline in the accuracy of reconstructing the mixed hemlock/sugar maple vegetation category as count size increases. For this category, as true positive results for surface sample no. 43 increase with larger count sizes, there is also an increase in false positive results for surface sample no. 35 (a near-miss non-analogue in the mixed hemlock/sugar maple category, whose SCD with the original fossil count is 0.0511). The net effect of these tendencies at the count sizes examined is to cause slowly increasing positive-reconstruction results for the mixed hemlock/sugar maple category, which is erroneous in this situation. This effect is more than offset at count sizes below 700 by increases in accuracy in the hemlock vegetation category (positive-reconstruction results), which grow faster than the erroneous positive-reconstruction results in the mixed hemlock/sugar maple category. Once a count size of 700 grains is reached, however, 100% of the simulations positively reconstruct the hemlock category, and the slow increase in erroneous positive reconstructions for the mixed hemlock/sugar maple category drives down the overall reconstruction accuracy across the vegetation categories.
With the exception of three trivial cases in which both the on Á/off and two-tier vote schemes generate 100% accuracy at the highest count sizes, only the below-700 count size/two vote minimum scenarios for fossil layer 41 deviate from the pattern that the two-tier vote scheme generates more accurate reconstructions than the on Á/off voting scheme. This deviation is driven by the relatively low number of analogues selected by the original fossil count in the sugar maple vegetation category in the two-tier scheme, five Á/ all with SCDs in the range 0.06 Á/0.09, summing to 2.5 analogue votes and a positive reconstruction for this category. There are also two near-miss non-analogues not selected, whose SCDs with the original fossil count are 0.1038 and 0.1061. It takes selection of at least four of these surface samples for a positive reconstruction by a given simulated count, which happens very infrequently at the lowest count sizes (because of the bias towards false negatives noted above in selection by the simulations from the analogue set) and then rises rapidly to 88.2% of the simulations by 700 count size. These erroneous failures to reconstruct do not occur in the on Á/off voting scheme since no sugar maple category sample is selected as an analogue by the original fossil count at 5/0.05 SCD. Very few simulated samples have distances from two or more sugar maple samples less than or equal to this level, which would be needed to generate an erroneous positive reconstruction in the on Á/off voting scheme under the two vote minimum requirement.
